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Managed IT Services




Cybersecurity Focused. 




We provide Managed IT Solutions built upon sound relationships, professionalism, and a focus on customer experience.





GET A COMPLIMENTARY ASSESSMENT














Meet Your New Managed IT Services Provider




Total Networx is a cybersecurity-focused Managed IT Services company. We provide small to large businesses with comprehensive, responsive, and cost-effective IT solutions to eliminate your business burdens and optimize the productivity of your on-site and remote staff.
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Total Networx is your single source for all your business IT needs, creating an IT Managed Service package to address an array of technology challenges like Disaster Recovery (DRaaS), Cloud Server Hosting, Hardware Procurement, Network Monitoring, Microsoft Server IT Projects, 24-hour Cybersecurity Threat Monitoring, and even Cybersecurity Training for your staff. 



With our process of Assessment, Diagnosis, Planning, and Management of your IT needs at every business level, Total Networx delivers powerful technology solutions with simplicity and efficiency.





managed it services








Managed IT Services




Introducing ManageWorx™ from Total Networx – 24x7x365 Managed IT Services that Never Sleeps.




	Monitors the critical health status of devices and line of business applications
	Diagnoses problems before they occur
	Restarts essential services automatically
	Capacity planning reports for informed IT purchasing and budget decisions
	Minimize network and device downtime that causes lost productivity
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Managed IT Security 




Your data may easily be your company’s most valuable asset. As your Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP), Total Networx provides outsourced monitoring and management of your security devices and systems effectively expanding your security capabilities without increasing the number of IT personnel your business needs to hire, train, and retain to maintain a healthy and secure IT environment. 





managed it security
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Managed IT Help Desk




Remove business risk by using Total Networx Managed IT Help Desk service to allow your team to keep working securely from anywhere





managed help desk
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Managed Cloud IT Networks




CloudWorx™ is a complete cloud computing package. Cloud computing has never been more prevalent and significant than it is right now, and that trend is growing every day. Hosted Solutions, Private Cloud, Public Cloud, and Hybrid Cloud are all components of the Cloud, and Total Networx helps you understand and maximize the impact of cloud computing for your business.





managed cloud it
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Business Continuity IT Consulting




A Managed IT Help Desk solution from Total Networx acts as your point-of-contact when it comes to IT service requests for anything from computer repair, network monitoring, or server support. We ensure that all requests meet the agreed-upon Service Level Agreements (SLAs). If a system goes down and your team is unable to resolve it, a Total Networx tech can immediately take over the matter and fix the issue.





BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLANNING
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Disaster Recovery IT Planning




DrWorx™ is the optimal Disaster Recovery for your business network. Our DRaaS platform allows the complete retrieval of all data, even if your hardware is damaged beyond repair. Because we keep track of, authenticate, and re-authenticate all back-ups, we can restore your data quickly and effectively getting you back up and running in hours, not days.





Disaster recovery
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vCIO Business IT Consulting




Most small businesses don’t have the budget to have a dedicated CIO, but need C-Level oversight of their technology strategy. A Virtual CIO (vCIO) is an affordable alternative that gives you access to expertise that fills the gaps in your in-house technology capabilities. A vCIO solution from Total Networx can provide you with leadership and direction for your technology products and vendor relationships. We help you get “un-stuck.”





vCIO CONSULTING















What Our Clients Say




We take pride in serving our customers with the best IT experience.







“Total Networx does a very thorough job. They manage all our desktops and servers and they make sure we stay up to date and secure. They also provide fast and efficient support for our financial institution. We are very happy to have them as a partner!”




Bruce, IT/Operations Manager, Local Bank, Minneapolis





















“Total Networx does a wonderful job for us. They respond immediately in emergency situations and help manage our network on a day-to-day basis. Their staff is knowledgeable and professional. We are a small office without an IT department and are thrilled to have Total Networx as a partner. “




Julie Malecha, Administrator, Church of the Assumption, Saint Paul
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Why Choose Total Networx?

Total Networx is your single source for all of your business technology needs, from Security to Disaster Recovery to Virtual CIO services, we fill the gaps in your technology capabilities.

GET A FREE ASSESSMENT
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Superior IT Support

We approach each business network we handle at Total Networx with a comprehensive and holistic eye. We develop and personalize managed IT solutions that will provide your company with an IT backbone for future growth.
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Customer Experience

At Total Networx, our team of IT professionals is here to help you solve and plan for all of your technology needs – now and in the future. From managing your business network and devices to our comprehensive cybersecurity solutions, we’ve got you covered.
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Custom IT Solutions

We recognize the important operational decisions you have to make every day. That’s why we deliver managed IT solutions that are cost-effective, tailored, and responsive to your needs.
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417 West Travelers Trail

Burnsville MN 55337

Phone: 952-400-6500

Email Us
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			Total Networx
			We understand that the function of IT is to increase the efficiency of your business.

Total Networx is a proactive technology solution and service company that provides high quality equipment as well as maintenance and monitoring services delivered with friendly, personal service.
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